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Introduction
This guide will help you address the important fundamentals that result in a good decision. 
An ordered structure built on logic to help you make the best choice. Involves a series of 
thought processes where players on a team must execute in order to a kick goal or save a 
goalgoal. 
 
The Logical decision making process – Playing soccer is a logical sequence of Subjects. 
All steps in the process must be executed in their defined order sequentially. I outline 
h h h d i f f “A ki i h h b ll” “A kithese thought processes and series of steps for “Attacking with the ball”, “Attacking 
without the ball” and “Defending”.
 
The player in possession of the ball and all the players "moving without the ball" must The player in possession of the ball and all the players moving without the ball  must 
work together, in a group effort, executing each step simultaneously and collaboratively.
 
I try to "demystify" and "simplify" the process of Attacking "with" and "without" the ball. The 
i i t t l l f ll b ti d t di i t th t th " tt k"aim is to promote a level of collaborative understanding in a team so that the "attack" 

occurs in an automated way, much like an adult’s ability to give way at a round-about and 
understand instantly what needs to be done to keep the traffic flowing.

Players cannot duplicate roles, and they must act quickly and in a timely manner. 
Sometimes the decisions made by players will be instantaneous upon receiving the ball, 
other times players may have a few seconds to act.
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Either way, players do not have time to ponder on the park; they need to be well versed 
with the thought processes involved in attacking on and off the ball. Team awareness and 
understanding each other’s role is crucial here; in addition, the team players must learn to 
“speak one language”speak one language .
 
Players will learn and understand:-

Wh d ibbl d h d ibbl ?• When to dribble and when not to dribble?
• How to “Read” the attacking play while also keeping possession of the ball.
• What the team “Game Plan” is in terms of attacking and defending.
• What the coach means when they say “Concentrate”? What the coach means when they say Concentrate ?
• Long Vision v Short Vision (The ability to see all options available) versus Short Vision 
(Not being able to see the greater options)
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Attacking “With” the ball – A Player in possession of the ball

Before you attempt to control the ball; Look forward first; glance at the opponents goals; Analyse all yourBefore you attempt to control the ball; Look forward first; glance at the opponents goals; Analyse all your 
possible options; Work through the logic; Be alert; do not hesitate to make your decision; think quickly; 
remember your team’s game plan; take action. Once your team has “Lost” possession of the ball revert to 
the Defensive Mode logic flow.
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The Thought Process:-
All steps in this process must be executed in their defined order sequentially.  Once your team has “Regained” 
possession of the ball:-
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Subject: (Scoring)
Question to ask yourself:
Q C I S ? Q: Can I Score?
Decision “Yes” or “No”
If the answer is “Yes” then take this action; Reset the thought process back to the start;
If the answer is “No” then ask yourself the next question.If the answer is No  then ask yourself the next question.

 Subject: (Penetration)
Question to ask yourself:
Q C I l t l h i i i h ?Q: Can I play a pass to a player who is in a scoring chance?
Decision “Yes” or “No”
If the answer is “Yes” then take this action; Reset the thought process back to the start;
If the answer is “No” then ask yourself the next questionIf the answer is No  then ask yourself the next question

 Subject: (Team Set-Plays) Creativity/Mobility
Question to ask yourself:
Q C I l th t ill t t t l ?Q: Can I play a pass that will start our set plays?
Decision “Yes” or “No”
If the answer is “Yes” then take this action; Reset the thought process back to the start;
If the answer is “No” then ask yourself the next questiony q
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Subject: (Passing) Movement with the ball - Maintain Team Possession
Question to ask yourself:
Q: Can I play a pass to a player so we can hold possession?Q: Can I play a pass to a player so we can hold possession?
Decision “Yes” or “No”
If the answer is “Yes” then take this action; Reset the thought process back to the start;
If the answer is “No” then ask yourself the next question

 Subject: (Shielding) Movement with the ball - Maintain Team Possession
Question to ask yourself:
Q: Can I shield the ball until “Support” arrives?
Decision “Yes” or “No”Decision Yes  or No
If the answer is “Yes” then take this action; Reset the thought process back to the start;
If the answer is “No” then “Run”/”Dribble” with the ball; try to unstable and unbalance opponent.

Subject: (Dribbling) Improvisation Movement with the ball - Maintain Team Possession Subject: (Dribbling) Improvisation Movement with the ball - Maintain Team Possession
before you attempt to run or dribble with the ball; make sure you have exhausted the subjects above as 
stated; This solves the question: "When to dribble and when not to."
 
Action: No question: Run/Dribble with the ballAction: No question: Run/Dribble with the ball.
 
If you are successful with the first dribble; then reset your mind set or logic and ask the first question as 
stated above – Can I score? (Do not attempt to dribble the next player)
 
Before you attempt to run or dribble past the 2nd player, make sure you have exhausted the subjects 
above as stated; Work through the logic flow; This action is repeated after each successful dribble.
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Attacking “Without” the ball – Other Players “Without” the ball
 
Before you attempt to support the player on the ball; Look forward first; ; glance at the opponents goals;Before you attempt to support the player on the ball; Look forward first; ; glance at the opponents goals; 
Analyse all your possible runs/options; Work through the logic; Be alert; do not hesitate to make your 
decision; think quickly; remember your team’s game plan; take action.
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The Thought Process:- Off the ball
All steps in this process must be executed in their defined order sequentially.  Once your team has “Regained” 
possession of the ball:-
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Subject: (Follow Up) - Scoring (Penetration)
Question to ask yourself:
C I k f d t th l th d l?Can I make a forward run at the goal mouth and score a goal?
Decision “Yes” or “No”
If the answer is “Yes” then take this action;
If the answer is “No” then ask yourself the next question.If the answer is No  then ask yourself the next question.

Subject: (Receive Pass) - Penetration
Question to ask yourself:
C I k f d t th l d i th ?Can I make a forward run at the goals and receive the pass?;
Decision “Yes” or “No”
If the answer is “Yes” then take this action;
If the answer is “No” then ask yourself the next question.If the answer is No  then ask yourself the next question.

 Subject: (Movement/Participate) - Team Set-Plays
Question to ask yourself:
C I k f d d ti i t i thi t t l ?Can I make a forward run and participate in this team set-play?
Decision “Yes” or “No”
If the answer is “Yes” then take this action;
If the answer is “No” then ask yourself the next question.y q
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Subject: (Support) Passing (Provide Depth/Width)
 Movement without the ball - Maintain Team Possession Support
Q ti t k lfQuestion to ask yourself:
Can I make a run to support the player on the ball in a position “Along” or “Across” the 
field providing “Depth” in attack?
Decision “Yes” or “No”Decision Yes  or No
If the answer is “Yes” then take this action;
If the answer is “No” then ask yourself the next question.

S bj t (S t) Shi ldi (P id D th/Width) Subject: (Support) - Shielding (Provide Depth/Width) 
Movement without the ball - Maintain Team Possession Support
Question to ask yourself:
Can I make a run to support the player on the ball in a position “Along” or “Across” theCan I make a run to support the player on the ball in a position Along  or Across  the 
field providing “Depth” in attack?
Decision “Yes” or “No”
If the answer is “Yes” then take this action;
If th i “N ” th k lf th t tiIf the answer is “No” then ask yourself the next question.

Subject: (Support)- Dribbling (Provide Depth/Width) 
 Movement without the ball - Maintain Team Possession Supportpp
 Question to ask yourself:
Part 1: Can I make a run to support the player on the ball in a position “Along” or “Across” 
the field providing “Depth” in attack?
P t 2 A f th l S iti ith th “N A ti ” Pl i
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Part 2: Away from the play – Swap positions with another “Non-Active” Player in your 
Team; This will help generate more movement ‘Off” the ball.



Common Sense
Learning to attack "with" and "without" the ball involves learning that "each" of the steps described 
need to be understood and automatically executed during play It is important that players know theirneed to be understood and automatically executed during play. It is important that players know their 
strengths and weaknesses and work at their weaknesses at training until they get them right. If a player 
has had no luck executing a step in the “thinking process” and confidence is low, then they 
should move to another step and practice that one. It is important that players always play the next best 
option An example if a player attempted to loft the keeper using a chip pass and the ball cannot getoption. An example, if a player attempted to loft the keeper using a chip pass and the ball cannot get 
height or misses the target constantly, then common sense is to play the ball to another person who 
can score.

IntimidationIntimidation
Sometimes players stray away from the “thinking process” due to intimidation, social pressure or the 
yearning to be accepted by their peers. This commonly happens to new players coming into the 
team. Players hesitating, taking too long to make a decision or trying to play it safe to hold a position in 
the team may actually be contributing to the lack of success It is important that all players feel part ofthe team may actually be contributing to the lack of success. It is important that all players feel part of 
the team and feel confident that decisions made that accord with the “Logical Thinking Making 
Process” will be accepted and rewarded by all other team members and the coach.
If a player shoots for goal, rather than penetrating, because there was a genuine belief that he/she can 
do so then that action needs to be accepted by other team mates and encourageddo so, then that action needs to be accepted by other team mates and encouraged.

All players should learn to play with one another and to support one another with a common goal – to 
play at their best ability and win the match. All players need to speak the same language and anticipate 
the play and circumstances in the same way Players should never feel intimidated by their fellow teamthe play and circumstances in the same way. Players should never feel intimidated by their fellow team 
members; on the contrary, they should feel united and feel that are all contributing equally to achieve a 
common goal (literary!).
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Analysis tool (Post Analysis)
Praise individual’s or the groups’ efforts. Video replay is a great way to review a match. 
Sitting down with the players and pausing the video to provide instruction is an excellentSitting down with the players and pausing the video to provide instruction is an excellent 
way to consolidate the thinking (theory) behind this attacking game plan.
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